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ABSTRACT

In this paper the author considers the rules of sports (constitutive and sportsmanship rules), 
moral values of sports (justice, honesty, responsibility, benefi cence) and fair play. Constitutive 
rules are the rules which determine the essence of the game itself, determine the structure 
of a certain sport, standardize the way in which it is played and sanction unallowed sport 
activities. Sportsmanship represents unwritten moral rules based on virtues of righteousness 
and honesty. Moral values are predominant forms of understanding of the purpose of human 
activity and the way in which human moral character is practically manifested. Fair play can 
be defi ned as commitment to the spirit and letter of equality of competitors in relation to the 
rules, and all towards the common search for excellence. Th e author believes that the rules, 
moral values and fair play in sport are required for any game to become actually possible to 
play. Nevertheless, occasionally, the necessity of some of the above mentioned preconditions, 
for example sportsmanship, is being relativized. Namely, the standing point that a competitor 
needs to make a certain eff ort in order to encourage his opponent to play well, and thus raise 
the level of enjoyment for both himself and his opponent, does not meet either the general 
approval of athletes or of the public. It is generally claimed that it is suffi  cient to play by the 
rules in order to proclaim the playing as morally correct. Th e author looks at such an attempt 
to separate the sport from morality through the prism of modern tendency to separate diff er-
ent forms of practical activity from their ethical implications.
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Before considering diff erent aspects of ethics and sports, relations within them and 
their mutual interaction, something has to be said about these terms, that is one has 
to try to understand them. It is not enough to presuppose what ethics and sport are, 
i.e. have an idea about them. Rather, they need to be clearly articulated. In the 
broadest sense, ethics is a branch of philosophy that deals with morality. In other 
words, it is a part of practical philosophy concerned with moral activity, validation 
of morality as well as meaning and justifi cation of morality. Morality is one of the 
ways people can conduct themselves in accordance with the rules and regulations of 
society. Th erefore, even though the terms ethics and morality are comparable, they 
are not synonymous. Th e term ethics is primarily related to philosophical consider-
ations on morality in practice (ethical refers to science, refl ection, ideas, problems, 
theories, theses and teachings), while the term morality is concerned with the prac-
tice of morality itself (character, action, judgement and notion are moral).

Paraphrasing St. Augustine's view on the nature of time one could state that if no 
one raises the question of what sport is then everybody knows the answer to this 
question. However, when the question is, in fact, raised the answer seems to elude 
us.1 Out of numerous defi nitions of sport given by diff erent international organiza-
tions only three have been used in this paper. Sport has been defi ned by UNESCO 
Committee as: 'Any physical activity which has the character of play and which in-
volves a struggle with oneself or with others, or a confrontation with natural ele-
ments'2 Th ey added that if this activity involves competition, it must then always be 
performed in a spirit of sportsmanship. It follows that there can be no true sports 
without the idea of fair play. Th e Council of Europe has established that sport 
"means all forms of physical activity which, through casual or organized participa-
tion, aim at expressing or improving physical fi tness and mental well-being, forming 
social relationships or obtaining results in competition at all levels."3 Th e report of 
the UN Inter-Agency Task Force "Sport for Development and Peace" views sport in 
a broad sense and defi nes it as: "All forms of physical activity that contribute to 
physical fi tness, mental well-being and social interaction. Th ese include play; recre-
ation; organized, casual or competitive sport; and indigenous sports or games."4 Th e 
fi rst thing mentioned in these defi nitions is the fact that sport is a kind of physical 

1 Sport Law of the Republic of Serbia ("Službeni glasnik RS"/Offi  cial Gazzette of the Republic of Serbia, No. 52/96) 
divides sport into sport education, competitive sport, recreational sport and school sport competitions. It also 
defi nes sport activities and sport businesses. It identifi es sportspeople as well as competitors and determines their 
rights and obligations. However, it does not give a defi nition of sport.
2 Retrieved from http://www.answers.com/topic/sport.
3 Retrieved from http://www.bris.ac.uk/sport/development/.
4 "Sport for Development and Peace: Towards Achieving the Millennium Development Goals", p. 2. Retrieved 
from http://www.un.org/themes/sport/reportE.pdf.
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activity. Furthermore, two out of three defi nitions state that it should improve phys-
ical fi tness and mental well-being as well as develop meaningful social interaction 
between people. Th irdly, an aspect of sport which is more or less emphasized in all 
defi nitions is its competitiveness. Last of all, sport is associated with play or is con-
sidered to be a physical activity that resembles it.

Once the nature of both ethics and sport has been outlined we can consider sport 
rules, sport moral values and fair play. Th e lack of standard rules in sports enables 
participants to play without any limitations, to agree on several rules before the 
game, or to create their own rules during the game when necessary. Th is "fl exible" 
approach is only possible in games played by children or in ad hoc recreational sport 
activities. However, there are increasing demands for clear-cut rules that regulate the 
game itself  both in the recreational activities and, even more so, in the offi  cial sport 
events. Rules are usually divided into two types: constitutive rules and sportsman-
ship rules. Rules that govern athletes' actions in a particular game are called consti-
tutive rules. For example, football rules that defi ne goal, goal kick and throw-in are 
constitutive rules. Th ese regulations have developed gradually because it was neces-
sary to standardize the game with formal rules regarding duration, minimum num-
ber of players and illegal moves.  Constitutive rules do not only prescribe which ac-
tions players may perform during the game, but also defi ne specifi c skills for a 
particular game. Moreover, they defi ne strategies and techniques which make foot-
ball distinguishable from basketball, and at the same distinguish football and bas-
ketball from handball.

Furthermore, these rules restrict players' actions. Th ey determine what kind of be-
havior is acceptable or required, which is a precondition for a game. For example, 
even though football is considered to be a "man's game" in which a strong physical 
contact between the players is permitted, rules clearly defi ne when such a contact is 
no longer acceptable. Hitting an opponent from behind or charging him within the 
penalty area is immediately sanctioned as foul play and the penalty kick is awarded 
to the defending team. In addition, if a player commits an off ense, he can be cau-
tioned or shown the yellow card. In the case of a serious off ense a player can be sent 
off  or even banned for several matches.

Constitutive rules create the structure of a particular sport, ensuring fair play for all 
participants. Th ese rules standardize the game, giving each player an opportunity to 
excel. Constitutive rules regulate diff erent aspects sport such as age, weight, ability 
and maturity standards for young people at the diff erent competition levels. For 
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athletes who also attend school or university these rules prescribe age, sex, residence 
and academic achievements.5

Sportsmanship rules, are concerned with the inherent quality of a particular sport, 
that is with following the spirit of the rules, not the letter. Many sportsmanship 
rules pre-empt athletes who want to win at all costs, regardless of the opponent's 
well being and of the play. Sportsmanship rules have been created in order to pre-
vent morally questionable behavior and, in some cases, violent behavior in sport. 
Although there is a general approach to sportsmanship and a lot is being said about 
it by athletes and sport offi  cials, it is still unclear what sportsmanship really is and 
who does it apply to. Sportsmanship code of conduct is a set of unwritten rules 
based on virtues such as fairness and honesty. Th e highest principle of sportsman-
ship, according to some authors6, is evident in an attempt to always raise the level of 
enjoyment, for oneself and the opponents. A narrow interpretation of sportsman-
ship, on the other hand, suggests that it is typical of recreational sport activities and 
can not be applied to offi  cial sport events. Th e belief that an athlete has to try to 
raise the standard of the play in order to increase the level of enjoyment for oneself 
and the opponent, is no longer widely accepted, neither by athletes nor the public, 
who are focused on the competitive aspect of sport. Nowadays the importance of 
winning is over-emphasized, a blind eye is turned when rules are broken or when 
athletes are mistreated, even unfair competitions are sometimes organized. Th e pre-
dominant attitude is that both sport and play are defi ned only by constitutive rules, 
with an occasional acknowledgment of certain conventions, which enable legal tac-
tical moves within the game.

All these issues are related to the active forms of morality. In modern philosophy 
this question has been transformed into an axiological assumption, i.e value theory, 
where it is, on a general level, expressed through moral values and, on a particular 
one, through moral norms. Moral values and norms lead to better understanding of 
the purpose of human activity and the ways through which active morality is 
achieved. Moral values are defi ned as a specifi c type of value, related to man's ac-
tions, both general and particular ones. Man is capable of action, even a moral one, 
because he is motivated by his desires, interests, wishes and thoughts. What keeps 
him going is a specifi c notion or a set of notions that constitute a value. For that 
value (or a system of values) to be realized in a particular direct action, it has to be-

5 Constitutive rules are usually established by the offi  cial sport organisations (in football these include FIFA, 
UEFA and national football associations). Th e rules of football were codifi ed in 1863, the year the Football 
Association was  founded.
6 J. W. Keating, "Sportsmanship As a Moral Category", in: Philosophic Inquiry in Sport, ed. W. J. Morgan and K. 
V. Meier, Champagn Ill, 1995, p. 147.
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come clearly defi ned as a moral ideal, i.e acceptable moral values, which have to be 
followed in moral actions. General moral rules of a society are created by opposing, 
negotiating and harmonizing personal values of various individuals. However, these 
personal values can never be fully harmonized because diff erent people and diff erent 
social groups can choose to create, accept and follow very dissimilar value systems. 
In modern societies value systems systems cannot, theoretically, be imposed on peo-
ple and are, in fact, chosen freely by individuals or social groups. Th ere is no univer-
sal system of moral values which would be valid in all times, for all societies, social 
groups and individuals.7 Diff erences between them stem from the fact that, at this 
day and age, man is entitled to freedom of his own moral conviction and conscious-
ness. However, there is a general tendency to make moral values consistent and 
widely accepted.8

First moral value, frequently mentioned in sport, is justice. Th ere are numerous 
types of justice9 but here we will focus on the following: distributive, procedural, 
retributive and compensatory.10 In sport distributive justice is connected to the idea 
of equal intrinsic value and dignity of each athlete. Clearly, this does not mean that 
all athletes will be treated equally. In football, for example, it would be unjust if 
children, women or special needs athletes were to play a game with healthy and 
physically fi t men. Th erefore, in the case of distributive justice we are talking about 
equivalent possibilities, rather than equal treatment. Procedural justice is also inher-
ent to moral reasoning and making decisions in sport. It presupposes that relevant 
sport organizations have rules and regulations stating which actions are acceptable 

7 M. Walzer, for example, believes that it is not possible to create a theory of justice outside of a historical and 
cultural context, that is regardless of the defi nition of social goods it applies to. In other words, he agrees with the 
idea that a valid theory of justice is just one of the elaborations of the existing conceptions  of justice, which are 
based on conventions and, therefore, vary from one case to another.
8 J. Rawls, for example, tries to defi ne a distributive theory of justice which would be universally acceptable for all 
societies. Rawls's theory of justice is focused on adaptation of two fundamental principles of justice which would 
guarantee a just and morally acceptable society. Th e fi rst principle states: "Each person has an equal claim to a 
fully adequate scheme of basic rights and liberties, which scheme is compatible with the same scheme for all". Th e 
second principle states:"Social and economic inequalities are to satisfy two conditions: a) they are to benefi t all 
the members of society, and b) they are to be attached to positions and offi  ces open to all under conditions of fair 
equality of opportunity. J. Rawls, Teorija pravde, JP Sl. Li. SRJ Beograd. CID Podgorica, 1998, p. 70.
9 Literature on both philosophy and law mentions numerous types of justice, including anamnetic, distributive, 
economic, egalitarian, formal, global, civil, international, intergenerational, corrective, commutative, cosmopolitan, 
compensatory, criminal, procedural, spatial, political, retributive, distributive, restorative, reparative, world,  
substantive, social, transitional, legal, women's, etc.
10 Distributive justice ensures that the profi t is distributed according to merit, making profi t proportional to 
merit and vice versa. Distributive justice is based on a principle of geometric equality. It makes sure people are 
treated with dignity and takes into account their contributions to community. Procedural justice ensures that all 
actions and agreements are carried out properly. Retributive justice is concerned with appropriate punishments 
for those who have broken the law or the rule. Compensatory justice refers to the extent to which people are fairly 
compensated for their past injuries or misfortunes.
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and which ones are unacceptable during the play. To put it simply, there are rules 
which teams and players have to follow in order to be able to take part in a sport 
activity. If they break these rules, they are punished for their off ense in accordance 
with the rules and regulations, which, in turn,  is an example of both retributive and 
compensatory justice applied.

 Honesty, the second moral value, enables athletes to be trustworthy and honest in 
their dealings with others including the competitors during the play. Honesty is based 
on the assumption that athletes will never knowingly lie or cheat.11 It implies that 
once  they have accepted the rules of the game they cannot but to follow them.12

Th ird moral value, responsibility, refers to the idea that athletes are responsible for 
their actions. It is widely believed that responsibility is the strongest moral value in 
the life of an athlete. Athletes are proud of their sense of responsibility to the team, 
the coach and the play. It implies that athletes are responsible not only for their per-
sonal conduct but also for the actions they take in relation to their opponents, and 
the play itself. Th ey have a responsibility to give their best and to exhibit sportsman-
ship. In addition, they are responsible for encouraging the opponents to play well, 
in order to achieve mutual excellence.

Benefi cence, last of the virtues mentioned in this paper, is a state of not doing harm, 
preventing harm, removing harm, and doing well. It is intertwined with sportsman-
ship and fair play, because it asks for more than just a game. In other words, it is 
truly an act of civilized behavior. However, some of its aspects are unacceptable to 
the present day athletes. Th ey mostly13 agree that other athletes should not be 
harmed and that harming the opponent should be prevented. Nevertheless, they 
disagree with the third stipulation since most of them feel that it is not up to them 
to remove harm. As for the fourth stipulation, doing well, they strongly disagree 
with it because they feel it cannot be reconciled with the reality and the present day 
competition requirements.

Fair play can be defi ned as following both the spirit and the letter of the rules, in a 
mutual quest for excellence. Why is it not enough to simply defi ne fair play as  fol-

11 According to Gert cheating is an intentional breaking of public rules system to achieve personal gain. B. Gert, 
Morality: Its Nature and Justifi cation, New York, 1998, p. 194.
12 According to extensive researches conducted in the USA, honesty is last on the list of moral values, which were 
analysed. J. M. Beller, S. K. Stoll, "A moral reasoning intervention program for Division I athletes", in: Academic 
Athletic Journal, (spring 1992), p. 43-57; J. M. Beller, S. K. Stoll, "Moral development of high school athletes", in: 
Journal of Pediatric Science, 7 (4), (November 1995), pp. 352-363.
13 "Mostly" because there are athletes in so-called contact sports and in highly profi table sports who believe 
that, in order to win, they have to incapacitate the opponent at all costs. Unfortunately,this includes infl icting 
intentional harm to members of the opposing team. S. R. Kretchmar writes about the eff ects of moral insensitivity 
in athletes. S. R. Kretchmar, Practical Philosophy of Sport, Champaign-Urbana, 1995.
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lowing the rules, as some sport commentators suggest? If we identify fair play as fol-
lowing the rules, and consider all acts of breaking the rules as immoral, then we, ac-
cording to the author, narrow the idea of fair play. As a result, moral becomes the 
same as legal, and sport becomes a play defi ned through its constitutive rules. Th is 
formalist understanding can maybe help us to comprehend the nature of the play, 
but it lacks normative basis which is vital in dealing with numerous moral dilemmas 
that appear in sports. Th e same is true when the implicit conventions of a particular 
sport are emphasized.  Th ere is an unwritten rule in football according to which a 
tactical or so-called "clever" foul in the centre fi eld area is considered to be a legal 
move when impending the attack. Th e  problem here is the moral status of the con-
vention itself because it raises two questions: how can the convention evolve and 
how can it be applied.

In order for sport to be in accordance with the principles of fair play, it has to con-
fi rm to the norms inherent in the very idea of sport. Even though it is neither easy 
nor necessary to clearly distinguish between sportsmanship and fair play, there is a 
diff erence between the two. Fair play requires that the athletes win fair and square. 
However it does not require them, even though it appreciates its importance, to im-
prove their opponents' performance, which is an important aspect of sportsman-
ship. Fair play always presupposes correct behavior and concern for oneself and the 
others.

Th roughout the fi rst part of this paper the relationship between some aspects of eth-
ics and sport has been considered. In the second part ethics and sport will be viewed 
in connection with Albert Camus and Th ierry Henry. One may ask: What is the 
connection between Albert Camus, a famous French writer and philosopher, and 
Th ierry Henry, a well-known Barcelona player and a French representative; and why 
is it  observed through a prism of ethics and sport? Maybe the following explanation 
will help clear things up. While writing about the educational signifi cance of sport, 
Camus noted that the context in which he really learned ethics was that of sport.14 
Camus  supported the idea that sport develops values such as loyalty, courage, re-
sponsibility, altruism, team work and ability to work with others in achieving a mu-
tual goal and excellence. In other words, this French Nobel Prize winner believed 
that sport off ers a unique opportunity to enhance character development. If Camus 
had been at the rematch between France and Ireland on 18 November 2009, he 
would have changed his mind. What happened during this particular match? Up to 
the 13th minute of extra time Ireland led 1:0, and played better than France. Th en, 
in the 103rd minute, Henry controlled the ball illegally, with his hand, thus stopping 

14 A. Camus, "Th e Wager of Our Generation", u: Resistance, Rebellion, and Death, New York, 1960, p. 242.
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it going out of play, and then he crossed for William Gallas to head home the goal 
that sent France to World Cup.15 To make matters worse two French players were in 
an off side position during the same attack. Swedish referee Martin Hansson did not 
see this and he declared a goal valid. What happened next? Th e Irish team were un-
derstandably aggrieved, feeling that FIFA purposely stopped them from qualifying 
for the World Cup. Th eir manager Giovanni Trapattoni was so angry after the 
match that he did not want to comment on Henry's action, but he did say that 
great injustice was done his team, and that he only wanted fair play, which did not 
happen at this match.16 According to the reports he allegedly said:" I go into schools 
to talk about fair play and then this happens".17 Th e Football Association of Ireland 
asked for a new match to be played due to the fact that a technical error by the ref-
eree has caused "irreparable damage to the integrity of sport".18

And what was Henry's reaction? Afterwards he admitted having played with his 
hand. He said: "To be honest, I did use my hand, but the most important thing 
now is that we have qualifi ed for the World Cup. I have played with my hand but I 
am not a referee. What happened? Schillaci was in action, I was behind two Irish 
players. Th e ball bounced off  the ground and hit my hand. Referee did not blow the 
whistle. I just continued playing. What was I supposed to do? I admit it. Th e im-
portant thing is that we have made it to the next stage. Th e fact that it was this dif-
fi cult only adds to the victory.19 French team manager Raymond Domenech said 
that he was pleased with the outcome and that he did not see that the captain 20 of 
his team had played with hand. "Just like many other people at the stadium I did 
not see the hand. It was only in the locker room that I realized what had happened. 
Henry is hurt now, he does not feel well, but luckily the team support him. We 
should really be talking about the referee and not him".21

15 According to Britannica Concise Encyclopedia football is "Game in which two 11-member teams try to propel 
a ball into the opposing team's goal, using any part of the body except the hands and arms. Only the goalkeeper, 
when positioned within the penalty area in front of the goal, may use hands and arms" Retrieved from http://www.
answers.com/topic/soccer.
16 Retrieved from http://sport.blic.rs/Fudbal/121396/Anri-Igrao-sam-rukom-video.
17 Retrieved from http://www.mondo.rs/v2/tekst.php?vest=153127.
18 Irish politicians got involved in this dispute, demanding a new match
19 Retrieved from http://sport.blic.rs/Fudbal/121396/Anri-Igrao-sam-rukom-video.
20 Captain is a team leader and a moral authority among players. He is usually the most experienced member of 
a team and the best player.
21 Retrieved from http://www.sportske.net/vest/medjunarodni-fudbal/domenek-ostavite-anrija-na-miru-raspravljajte-
o-sudiji-10582.html. It is interesting to note that Christine Lagarde, French minister of economy, showed greater 
understanding of sport rules, sport moral values and fair play than Henry and Domenech did. She said FIFA 
should consider replaying matches where 'cheating' was involved. Th e French sports teachers' union said that their 
national team qualifi ed for the World cup in a deplorable manner, through cheating. It also criticized Domenech 
and some of the players for sending the message that "the most important thing in sport is to win".  Retrieved from 
http://www.smedia.rs/sport/print.php?id=16833&vest=Sindikat-nastavnika-fi zickog:-Sramotan-plasman-na-SP.
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How did the FIFA offi  cials react? FIFA's Disciplinary Committee stated in its report 
that there is no article in the disciplinary code which could be applied in this particu-
lar situation. According to them Henry's off ense could have only been sanctioned by a 
referee awarding an indirect free kick or a yellow card. Th e Disciplinary Committee 
reached the conclusion that there was no legal foundation for the committee to con-
sider the case because handling the ball cannot be regarded as a serious infringement 
as stipulated in article 77a of the FIFA Disciplinary Code.22 Th e second version, which 
appeared in the press, claimed that Henry's action was not a serious off ense, and that 
according to FIFA rules if a referee fails to sanction such an action, there are no addi-
tional punishments that can be administered later on.23

What message has Henry, along with the others, sent by behaving the way he did? 
First, he has shown disregard for the constitutive rules of football. Th en, by stating 
that he is not a referee he demonstrated that for some players rules are not inherent 
to football and that they can be relativized, given that for them winning is the goal 
of the highest ontological status. Furthermore, he has rejected the rules of sports-
manship, thus expressing his opinion that the opponents are just obstacles which 
have to be removed in order to achieve your goals. Th e idea that an athlete should 
improve the opponent's performance so he could increase the level of enjoyment, 
for himself and the opponent probably never even entered Henry's head. Utilitarian 
concept of football based on capitalistic logic and business related principles has ob-
viously prevailed over the vision in which football brings out the best in people.

As for the moral values, Henry's action has aff ected all types of justice mentioned 
here. He has 'annulled' distributive justice because he has turned equivalence which 
is based on athletes' reasonable contributions to the collective into hubristic attempt 
to negate all equivalence. By negating one of the vital aspects of justice, Henry has 
called into question the idea of justice itself. Procedural justice has been distorted 
because if such a drastic off ense cannot be sanctioned in accordance with FIFA 
Code then there are regulative 'voids' within the same. Th e fact that Henry was not 
punished has also aff ected the retributive principle. Furthermore, since there were 
no attempts to do good deeds for the Irish team, on account of injustice they suf-
fered from, compensatory justice was disrupted. It goes without saying that Henry's 
action and subsequent behavior are not in conformity with the moral value of hon-
esty. Henry is, of course, familiar with the rules of the football game, but he did not 
want to follow them at all costs. At the match he refused to admit to the referee that 

22 Retrieved from http://sport.blic.rs/Fudbal//171419/FIFA-nije-kaznila-Anrija-zbog-igranja-rukom.
23 Retrieved from: http://www.nadlanu.com/Dynamic/News,intItemID,159590,intCategoryID,471.html. FIFA 
offi  cials announced that a rematch can only be played if both football associations agree to it. Th e rematch never 
happened because the French association refused the proposal.
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he had cheated. Henry might have shown some 'responsibility' for his team mates 
and the coach, but he did not show any responsibility for the football game. Th is il-
lustrates that the existing heteronomous bans are insuffi  cient if the athletes are not 
aware of the general humanistic moral principles and if they do not accept responsi-
bility for their opponents. In this day and age when the social and technological ef-
fects of science are becoming more evident (bio)ethics has to codify athlete responsi-
bility. For this responsibility to be internalized, it should be an integral part of 
education from an early age. In terms of benefi cence, not only has Henry disregard-
ed its aspects of removing harm and doing well, but he has also completely ignored 
the idea of not doing harm and preventing harm.

Th e rules of fair play have totally been ignored both in Henry's action and in the 
Football Association of France's unwillingness to comment on whether a replay 
should take place. Th ey have ignored one of the basic principles stated in the Decla-
ration of the International Fair Play Committee, according to which, fair play is 
much more than playing to the rules of the game; it's about the attitude of the 
sportsperson. It's about respecting your opponent and preserving his or her physical 
and psychological integrity.24

Henry's action is reminiscent of  Vince Lombardi's famous remark that winning is 
not the most important thing; it is the only thing.25 Of course every athlete hopes to 
win when entering the competition, but this should always be achieved within the 
framework set by sport rules, moral values and fair play. Henry obviously believed 
that it is not cheating unless you get caught. Th e more cunning version of this belief 
is that it is referee's duty to monitor the game, and if the player is willing to face the 
consequences of his actions then breaking the rules is not immoral.26 Clearly, this 
standpoint cannot be accepted primarily because cheating gives one team or a player 
an unfair advantage over others. Henry's cheating is completely unacceptable, even 
if we "stretch" the football rules. By looking at this particular game from the per-
spective of mutual quest for excellence, that both teams should have been dedicated 
to, we cannot but conclude that cheating, breaking the rules and unsportsmanlike 

24 Retrieved from http://www.friedenspaedagogik.de/english/topics_of_the_institute_s_work/peace_education_
online_teaching_course/basic_course_5/fair_play_defi nition_principles_rules_and_fair_trade. Finally, if we think 
about the defi nitions of sport presented here, we will see that Henry has violated the aspect of sport related to the 
mental well-being as well as the one  referring to the  development of social interactions and relationships.
25 According to S. Moriss, what Lombardi actually said was that winning is not everything, but the desire to win 
is. S. Moriss, ed., Th e Book of Strange Facts and Useless Information, New York, 1979.
26 Defending Henry's action, his team mate Zlatan Ibrahimović used a similar argument. In addition, he said that 
he would also do whatever it takes to win because "great players like nothing better than to win". Retrieved from: 
http://www.sportske.net/vest/medjunarodni-fudbal/ibrahimovic-anri-je-bio-u-pravu-kad-je-igrao-rukom-15616.
html. Th erefore, Dermot Ahern's statement, that if that result remains, it reinforces the view that if you cheat you 
will win, is well-founded.
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conduct violate the ethical principles applied to sport events and that actions should 
be, or better yet, must be sanctioned.

Some authors27 believe that commercialization has transformed sport into a product 
that can be bought and sold, and that the very essence of sport has been lost in the 
process. According to Morgan, Henry's action is a side-eff ect of the moral degradation 
in western society. If all this is true, then we need to create a moral framework which 
would regulate the commercial aspects of sport while upholding the inherent values of 
the same.Th e minimalist version implies that an athlete is morally responsible for 
achieving victory within the sport rules. Th e existence of the offi  cial regulatory organi-
zations within the system is necessary so that the integrity and equality of play would 
be preserved, even in the ruthless world of professional football.

If we were to accept that breaking the rules is generally allowed when it is done for 
the greater good, for example, because we feel that France, a football superpower, 
deserves to be in the World Cup, then we would invalidate the very idea of sport 
competition. Even if winning were the athlete's only goal, he would still have to 
achieve it by being a better player and by adhering to the standards of the game. 
Abiding by the rules is the means of recognition of the equal moral status of all 
who, believing in the rules, comply with them. Th e recognition of the same moral 
status is important because it allows athletes to understand that the interests of oth-
ers are just as important as the personal ones, which is, after all, presupposed in the 
very idea of fair competition. Finally, in order for the Camus' theory, that sport 
makes the harmony between soul and body possible to be, valid, Henry, and the 
other athletes should keep in mind the  third formulation of the Kant's categorical 
imperative according to which man "should never treat himself or any other rational 
being as means to an end, but rather as always at the same time as an end"28.

27 W. J. Morgan, Leftist Theories of Sport, Urbana, 1994.
28 I. Kant, Zasnivanje metafi zike morala, Dereta, Beograd 2004, pp. 80-81.


